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Emo is a term that can be used in a few different ways. 1st- Emo can be short for emotional. 2ndThis word can describe a style of music, usually punk/rock style. Best collection of cute images.
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Emo is a term that can be used in a few different ways. 1st- Emo can be short for emotional. 2ndThis word can describe a style of music, usually punk/rock style. " Emo " is not short for
"Emotional." " Emo " does not mean Taking Back Sunday and Dashboard Confessional, despite
what MTV has lead you to believe in the last few years.
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Emo is a term that can be used in a few different ways. 1st- Emo can be short for emotional. 2ndThis word can describe a style of music, usually punk/rock style.
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Emo is a term that can be used in a few different ways. 1st- Emo can be short for emotional. 2ndThis word can describe a style of music, usually punk/rock style.
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